Hello parents and carers,

“This was one of the popular responses students gave when vox popped by Petrina and Shante about ‘what would you show or talk to somebody about if they were visiting Millner PS..?’”

It is terrific that our students are valuing the importance of making visitors and newcomers feel welcomed - a very important notion that we do want to permeate throughout our school community.

Some other responses demonstrate the pride that our students have in their school, saying that they’d describe our school to visitors as “nice”, “good” and “great”.

We know that, at Millner, one of our four focus behaviours is to be co-operative - something a couple of students picked up on by talking about how good the students are to play with!

Some other responses mentioned the different ‘faces’ at Millner - recognising the diversity that is important to us here, as well as how hard the students work.

Perhaps the most appropriate responses, however, were those that spoke of talking to visitors about the teachers at Millner - the very people who, everyday, help all of our students work hard, learn and feel happy about their time here at school!

Whilst it is always good to get some informal information about how our school is going, we will soon get an opportunity to get some more formal and very detailed information about how our school is performing in a range of important areas - in week nine, we will be undertaking a School Review, led by two experts from outside of our school. Like with our current school surveys, this will give us some terrific information to help us with planning for the short and medium-term future.

Warwick Peter-Budge
Principal
SPORTS NEWS

JRFH (Jump Rope for Heart)
Thursday finished off a great 3 weeks of skipping madness. All classes participated in the jump off and set a fantastic hour of sharing the skills we have learnt throughout the program. Well done to teachers and students for their engagement, participation fundraising. Just a reminder to return all forms and sponsorship money to the front office by the end of the week.

AFL Challenge
We have our last game for the AFL interschool Challenge Program through AFLNT. This has been a great program which encouraged great sportsmanship, participation and opportunity for our students to take pathways into the sport. We play a home game this week. Game starts at 330pm and finishes at 400pm. All welcome

Pink Power
All notes are due in for the Pink Power all girls AFL challenge day at Marrara next Thursday 8th September. Mr Peter-Budge will again coach the Millner AFL team. If your child is interested in participating or you can lend a hand on the day, please contact the front office or see Ms Arratta.

Tennis clinics
We are having tennis clinics over the next few weeks which involves classes from Yr. 2 – Yr. 6. The clinics are run by AWOF, and organised through TennisNT. Great opportunity for students to try the sport and possibly join a club or social group as a pathway into Tennis.

SLT – Millner’s Got Talent
Who’s heard!!!!!!! SLT is organising their leadership event for this term. They have decided on ‘Millner’s Got Talent’. This will be held in week 10 September 29th. Students will nominate an act they would like to do, practise and then participate in the event. We ask for a gold coin donation for those who wish to take part. Stay tuned for more info. One of our house leaders, Petrina says ‘it is about having fun, we have so much talent, and cannot wait to see all the fantastic acts. Stay tuned for more info...
Preschool are having a Father’s Day Afternoon Tea and Raffle with GREAT PRIZES!!!!

Friday September 2nd from 3-4pm

Bring a plate to share

Ice Cups for Sale!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!

WILLIAM EDWARDS
AVA NASIR
BAYLEIGH WILSON
DIM NGUYEN

Weekly Lunch Specials

Monday– Satay Chicken & Rice
Tuesday– BBQ Pork, Vegetables with Noodle Stir Fry
Wednesday– Nacho’s
Thursday– Green Curry & Rice
Friday– Lasagne

All orders must be placed into the box at the Front Office by 8.30am. Please supply your own bags and the correct amount.